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This lavishly illustrated, chronologically organized reference gives children an unparalleled overview

of this most eventful of centuries. Features include sections on the U.S. government, sports, music,

movies, and theater, plus an introduction in which children give their thoughts on the century behind

and the millennium ahead.
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I bought this book for my 13yo son as a supplement to his 8th grade history. He ended up reading

almost the whole book the first day it arrived, even though I planned to use it for several weeks.

Since then, he has reread several sections, and really enjoys it.There is a lot of information in this

book (as might be expected from a DK book.) Each year has at least a 2 page spread with lots of

pictures and around 4 short articles. (These articles are interesting enough that not only my 11 &

13yo sons have read them, but I also was quite interested by many of them.) In addition, there is a

short box at the bottom of the pages for the year with short headlines for other important events of

the year, in medicine, sports, politics, entertainment, etc. Many years have 4-6 pages dedicated to

them, instead of only 2.There are also introductory pages with features like what children of the past

thought the late 20th/early 21st century would be like, what modern day children think are the best

and worst things about the past century, children's thoughts and hopes for the 21st century,



etc.Overall, this book is an excellent starting point for any child or teen wanting to know more about

the 20th century. It is even a pretty good starting point for adults. (Teens and adults will want to find

more books or other sources to learn more about their favorite eras/topics, however.)

This is a beautifully designed book and will take readers on a lively and entertaining journey through

the 20th century's events. Details are scant, but the photos make for a scrapbook effect. If you enjoy

this book, then you should also look at Larry Dane Brimner's millennium book, The Official M&M's

Book of the Millennium, which explains how we got to this point in time.

My 8-year old son borrowed "Children's History of the 20th Century" from school media room. The

book contains one chapter "lawbreakers"(around p 132), which lists tens of notorious criminals,

including killing 53 people, eating spouse, etc. He got nightmares after reading this chapter. The

chapter is so disgusting for a child. I suggested school to stipe away the chapter. But I don't

understand why a stupid editor could include such chapter in a Children book.

Ages 8 and older will appreciate Children's History Of The 20thCentury, a fine reference which

deserves ongoing recommendation as anexcellent history of modern times. Bright contemporary

color photos blend with a timeline of 20th century leaders, events, and history in an exceptional

coverage.

This ia a large colorful book of articles telling what happened in different years of the 20th Century.

My 10 year old loves it. We will go through it by reading a few articles each week to work our way

through the 20th Century. I think I learn something everytime I open the book!

".....Featuring more than 3,500 Photograph, DK's Children's History of the 20th Century brings to life

the people, Events, places, fashion, Discoveries, and popular culture that have shaped the last 100

years.Dramatic stories of special Interest to Children are told as if reported in a newspaper, and a

PICTURE WITH EVERY STORY BRINGS HISTORY TO LIFE ON THE PAGE.* A comprehensive

reference source for the millennium - month by month, year by year* Special features on major

topics and events* More than 1,700 article and features* News as it happened[from the book of the

back cover]

I received a book that was advertised as new but was not and left a review stating so. Within a day



of leaving my review I was contacted by this company and they explained how it may have

happened and offered a full refund or a replacement. I was very impressed with that kind of

customer service! Because of this I will most definitely use them again! Thank you, very impressive!
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